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-- worsted MC: 170{310, 450} yards / 160{280, 410}
meters
-- sport MC: 250{400, 550} yards / 230{370, 500}
meters
-- fingering MC: 300{500, 700} yards / 275{460, 640}
meters
‣ needles sized to match your yarn - either a circular
24 inches / 60 cm or longer, or long straights
-- use a size or two bigger than you’d normally use if
you want a shawl with nice drape, for a loose gauge
With a simple construction for
the asymmetrical triangle
shape, worked at
any gauge, this
relatively easy to
knit piece is a
great way to
showcase a
collection of
beautifully colored
yarns. Pick a
main color and as
many contrasting
partial skeins as
you want, to
make the dots in
this slip-stitch
colorwork shawl.
No need to fear hours of finishing work when you see
all those colors used, as weaving in the ends is a step
actually written into the pattern itself, as you knit!
A fun thing about this piece is how the rows start at
their longest, and get shorter as you go, so the piece
grows more quickly the longer you knit, making it feel
like a speedy project as you get near the end.
Pigment is copyright Lee Meredith 2013 - for personal
use only, no reprinting/redistributing - thanks! Visit
the leethalknits.com faq page or the leethal ravelry
group if you have questions or need help.

You need
‣ your choice of yarn in any weight, one main color
(MC) and any number of contrasting colors (CCs)
-- vague yardage estimates are given only for MC, for
small{medium, large} sizes; CC total yardage will be
around one third of MC total yardage
-- bulky MC: 150{250, 350} yards / 140{230, 320}
meters
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The samples
Large size (dark brown main color):
Malabrigo Chunky merino bulky weight
4 skeins (3 full and 1 partial) of Pearl Ten MC - approx
340 yards / 310 meters total MC used
1 partial skein each of CCs (Frank Ochre, Bobby Blue,
Glazed Carrot, Water Green, Cactus Flower) approx 100 yards / 90 meters total CC used
Size US 10 1/2 (6.5mm) needles
Gauge of approx 11 sts per 4 inches / 10 cm
Cast-on count of 81 sts
Medium size (grey-ish subtly variegated main color):
Malabrigo Arroyo merino sport weight
2 skeins (1 full and 1 partial) of Sand Bank MC approx 400 yards / 370 meters total MC used
1 partial skein each of CCs (Glitter, Piedras, Fresco y
Seco, Arco Iris) - approx 150 yards / 140 meters
total CC used
Size US 7 (4.5mm) needles (for a loose, drapey gauge)
Gauge of approx 19 sts per 4 inches / 10 cm
Cast-on count of 111 sts
Small size (dark orange main color):
Malabrigo Rios merino worsted weight
1 skein of Glazed Carrot MC - approx 165 yards / 150
meters total MC used
1 partial skein each of CCs (Teal Feather, Lettuce,
Sunset, Ravelry Red, Niebla) - approx 70 yards / 65
meters total CC used
Size US 9 (5.5mm) needles (for a loose, drapey gauge)
Gauge of approx 14 sts per 4 inches / 10 cm
Cast-on count of 63 sts
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small size
42 inches / 107 cm

18 inches
/ 46 cm
38 inches / 97 cm

63 stitches
cast on for
this worsted
weight one

medium size
53 inches / 135 cm

24 inches
/ 61 cm
111 stitches
cast on for
this sport
weight one

49 inches / 124 cm

large size

65 inches / 165 cm

30 inches
/ 76 cm

56 inches / 142 cm

81 stitches
cast on for
this bulky
weight one

(Sizes are shown approximately
proportional to each other.)
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